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EVQLVING AGRICULTURE.
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When a brand has been acclaimed by farmers and contractors for
over 80 years, then it must be something special. Even at the very
start of mass production of diesel tractors in 1927, DEUTZ-FAHR
was one of the first manufacturers in the worid to recognize that
mechanizBtion of agricolture was the only way to increase farmers'
productivity and couid therefore make a major contribution to raising the general standard of living in society. AH technicai developments bave always been geared towards the requirements of
farmers. With slmple and rugged machines DEUTZ-FAHR delivered
precisely the technology to make the work in the field both easier
and more comfortable. It was the inventian of the "farmer's tractor", for instance - the Deutz 11 series - that helped the mechanization of agriculture really finally really take off in 1936. And this
has been followed ever since by a Constant flow of new trend-setting
concepts such as the introduction of air-cooied engines [1950], the
first controlied hydraulics (1958J, the Intrac concept (1972), the
free vision concept [1990], the spacious panoramic cab [1995] and
front axle suspension [1996], In this connection the pnnciple has
always been that "if it heIps the farmer, then it is good". The fact
that well over 320,000 tractors are currently stili in use provides
impressive testimony of DEUTZ-FAHR's reliability and closeness to
its customers.

1936

And that is how DEUTZ-FAHR products continue to be today. Modem, easy to operate technology, outstanding value for money, and
service beyond comparison.
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MILESTONES I N TRACTOR PRODUCTION
1933

F2M 315 First DEUTZ tractor with 5-gear transnussion, PTO drive
and block design (28 hpl,

1936

F1M 414 The breskthrough for the motorization of small-scale
agricultural operations carne with the Deutz 11 series, the typical
"farmers tractor" F1M 414.
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D series. The launch of the D25 saw the new FL712 generation of
engmes, with power ranging from 13 to 52 hp, also Introduced to the
range of Deutz-Fahr tractors.

1885

D-D5. Four-wheel drive was offered for the first tìme fon the D 6 0 0 5
to D 9 0 0 5 in the four- to six-cylinder class.

1968

D-06. First delivenes of the D-OB series.

1S72

InTrac, The unusual tractor concept with three mounting areas, front
cab, slidjng doors. front powerlift and front PTO attraeteci tremendous interest.

1979

DX. With the DX senes, DEUTZ-FAHR brought out a generation of
tractors Wfth a completely new design concept, featuring new engines. a fully-synchronized transmission with closed-circui't pressure
lubncation and four-wheel drive as standard Fiye-cylmder diesel engjnes were also used for the first time.

1991

AgroXtra, With the AgroXtra, DEUTZ-FAHR was the first manufacturer to offer the first genuine open-view tractor.
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Agrotron MK3 With its stili revolutionary spacious cab concept
DEUTZ-FAHR offers a senes of tractors which set the standard
in terms of hydrauhc power, cab design and user-fnendimess with
power ranging from 80 to 260 hp

2081

Agrotron TTV. The new AGROTRON TTV. launched in 2 0 0 1 , represented a new generation of tractors from DEUTZ-FAHR wtth lofmitely
vanable gearbox snd a completely new control concept.

